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SUMMARY

As introduction the engineering requirements made of gas turbines of small and medium capacity are defined with respect to their areas of application and from that areas are derived, in which the main design parameters of present and future gas turbines can be found.

In these main design areas we defined, designed and in part already tested "test vehicles", that is gas generators for the particular engines, in order to provide the technological base for future developments. A review is presented of the results obtained, which will be presented in greater detail in additional presentations of this same symposium.
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1. Introduction

Since a few years ago MTU has conducted, in the area of small and medium capacity gas turbines in addition to the development of the MTU 7042, a turbine with a power of 350 hp and regenerative heat exchanger, an extensive program with the goal of creating the technological base for future development projects of this power class.

Here a guideline in the conduct of this program is the requirement that the results obtained can find application in a number as high as possible of conceivable or probable future projects since no defined engineering requests from potential customers existed. Another basic requirement is that analytically and above all design-wise developed solutions must be confirmed not only in component tests under ideal conditions, but also experimentally under actual conditions close to operating conditions. Such results are not only the criterion for the recognition of a team as competent partner in a joint development - which are the rule today because of the high costs of major engine developments - but they are also the prerequisite for a realistic estimate of development costs and risks.

In the following we shall now discuss the procedure during the conduct of this program and give a review of the results obtained therein. During the further course of this conference coworkers from the MTU will report some of these results in still greater detail. Here in particular such development problems will be treated which have not already been reported elsewhere.

*Numbers in margin indicate foreign pagination
2. Application areas and engineering demands

As shown in figure 1 the applications can basically be divided into two groups,

a) into aviation applications, i.e., turbine engines as power plants for single- or multiple engine helicopters as well as turboprop engines for airplanes. In order to keep development costs low, newly developed turboprop engines and turbine engines have the same basic engine and differ only with respect to reduction gears.

b) into vehicle applications for trucks, for which a relatively small power range is of interest, and for armored vehicles, for which engines in various power ranges up to 1800 kW and beyond are considered. It must be mentioned that until now there has been no mass production for any vehicle engines.

For aviation applications, in addition to low operating costs (fuel, maintenance costs, procurement costs), low weight and high emergency power, especially for turbine engines, are the essential requirements.

In applications for road vehicles the engineering demands are derived directly from the values achieved by today's Diesel engines and those to be achieved in the foreseeable future through further improvements of the Diesel engine. Here fuel consumption comparable to that of the Diesel engine is the controlling parameter for design and chances of achievement. This is true particularly for truck engines. In order to be able to satisfy the demand for low fuel consumption, the utilization of the heat in the exhaust gas by the use of a heat exchanger integrated into the gas turbine is essential.
3. **Design areas**

**Figure 2** shows in a plot of specific fuel consumption against specific power, the characteristic pressure ratios of gas turbines, which were designed for the applications and demands shown in figure 1 for two different turbine inlet temperatures. They are the results of cyclic-process calculations on the basis of component efficiencies achievable today taking into consideration bleed-air removal for component cooling. From the figure one can derive the following:

a) With gas turbines without heat exchangers one can attain no specific fuel consumptions which would be comparable to those of the Diesel engine with ca. 210-220 g/kWh at a power of 250 kW. Such values can be attained, e.g., with regenerative gas turbines of 250 kW power only by the application of ceramic materials and at turbine inlet temperatures of 1550 K.

b) The specific power increases and the specific fuel consumption decreases substantially with design power because secondary flows and boundary flows have greater relative expansions as the result of decreasing stream channels, because the Reynolds numbers become smaller and clearances and tolerances become relatively greater. The optimum pressure ratio also increases simultaneously with increasing engine power and temperature.

c) Optimum pressure ratios for engines without heat exchangers lie at 500 kW near 7 - 12, whereby it must be noted that out of consideration for price and maintenance costs one hardly chooses pressure ratios above 9, since then a two-stage gas generator turbine and a multi-stage compressor would be required. In general turbine cooling is also prohibitive so that \( T_{t3} \) would be limited to about 1300 K.
For 1100 kW design power the optimum pressure ratios lie between 12 and 14 and one tries for high temperatures up to $T_{t3} = 1550$ K because the thus possible increase of the specific power generally justifies the expenditures for turbine cooling.

d) For engines with heat exchanger the optimum pressure ratios lie at 250 kW design power, which is chosen for truck gas turbines, between 4 and 6 if a regenerator with about 90% efficiency is used.

For a design power of 1100 kW the values lie between 8 and 12, if a recuperator - the only construction type for heat exchangers to be considered in this power range - with an efficiency of 80% is used.

4. Optimum engine configurations

However, the final definition of the main parameters pressure ratio and turbine inlet temperature governing the design does not result from cyclic-process calculations, but in an iteration process which is affected to a special degree by the design. It makes visual the design limits set by strength and dynamics as well as by justifiable fabrication costs and is also affected by available development time and financial means.

Figure 3 shows configurations of engines to be possibly developed in the future. Their main data lie within the optimum design ranges and were established in the described iteration processes.

This is a shaft turbine, designed for pressure ratios of 7-9 and $T_{t3} \sim 1300-1400$ K, which can be used, depending on the engine configuration chosen, at the output shaft directed toward the front as turbine engine or turboprop engine. With a single-stage centrifugal compressor, annular combustor, single-stage gas generator
turbine and single-stage output turbine, the engine is built up with the lowest possible number of stages.

The engine shown on the right of the picture, designed for pressure ratios of 4-5 and $T_{t3} \sim 1300$ K for road vehicle applications, has the same minimum number of flow-machine components. However, it has a regenerative heat exchanger, a tubular combustor instead of an annular combustor and an adjustable power turbine, which in regenerative engines brings about more favorable part-load consumptions and also shorter acceleration times.

The engine shown in the lower part of the figure was designed for the higher power range $P \sim 800$ kW. Because of the higher pressure ratio of 12 - 14 this engine, compared to the single stage engine shown in the upper left, has in addition to the centrifugal compressor an upstream axial compressor and one each additional gas generator- and power turbine stage. In addition cooling is required for the gas generator turbine at the temperatures selected.

For the case where the engine is equipped with heat exchanger, which is necessary not only for road vehicle applications, but also can be attractive for the achievement of particularly low fuel consumptions for aircraft applications, a recuperator and power turbine guide vane adjustment are added. In that case, because of the then lower optimum pressure ratio of 8 - 10 a few axial compressor stages can be eliminated.

5. Component- and test carrier development

5.1 Procedure

Since because of its size and financial potentials the MTU cannot make preliminary developments for all configurations described in the preceding section, we proceeded as follows:
a) The technology necessary for a successful development was defined and key points were placed wherever we saw a chance to reach and maintain a maximum technological position.

b) In key point areas, in which the technology considered to be necessary could not be worked out within contract developments, we attacked the development problems with our own means.

c) New, in part also current contracts for the conduct of component- and technology tasks could be tuned extensively to the total concept because the particular sponsoring agencies could also avail themselves by this tuning of information obtained from tasks financed in other ways.

d) The cooperation with research was expanded for the benefit of both.

e) By the working out of basic information from the physical processes, by thorough design and theoretical working up of newly to be developed components and by experimental testing to be conducted only after this and by intensive analysis of the results obtained with the most modern measurement procedures, we succeeded in keeping the expenditures substantially smaller than by employing an accentuated empirical-experimental procedure.

f) Through design, fabrication and buildup of test carriers, the opportunity is provided to test results from technology investigations under realistic conditions close to actual operating conditions. In this way the development of the fabrication processes is advanced at the same time and a first estimate of the production costs becomes possible.
5.2 Key points of the technological development

Figures 4 and 5 give a review of the key point areas, in which special efforts are made to work out the technology considered to be necessary for potential applications. They are:

a) **Centrifugal compressor** with backward bent blades from investment castings made of aluminum, titanium and constructed for pressure ratios up to 7.

b) **Gas generator turbines** with cooled inlet vanes and cooled turbine wheel made as investment casting and in finished construction with the use of powder-metallurgy produced plates and new vane materials in conjunction with progressive joining methods.

c) **Adjustable power turbine**, and in particular the mechanical development of the inlet guide vanes.

d) **Combustion chambers** as tubular- and reverse-flow annular combustors. Essential goals of the development are high useful life, i.e., low wall temperatures even for high combustor inlet-air temperatures as are encountered with upstream heat exchanger and the reduction of the emission of harmful exhaust gases.

e) **Heat exchangers** *), and namely ceramic regenerators for inlet temperatures up to 1300 K as well as metallic and ceramic recuperators.

*) Work on heat exchanger seal systems for regenerators and recuperators is being conducted by the Daimler-Benz AG.
5.3 **Test carrier testing**

Until now engine data were specified in many places on the basis of results determined under ideal conditions in rig tests, i.e., with compressors in thick housings, with ideal onflow conditions, at low mechanical stresses and with turbines, which were tested in a cold atmosphere and with combustion chambers, which were tested under atmospheric conditions. It was found that results thus obtained are not sufficient as base for a prediction of the operating properties as well as for a realistic estimate of the development risks and the development costs.

For design pressures and temperatures, deviations from the theoretical assumptions are obtained under operating conditions especially for the following items:

- Plays and clearances of compressor- and turbine guide vanes and wheels as well as at labyrinth seals and seals which occur primarily because of the high heat expansions of the components.

- Temperature- and pressure gradients in radial and circumferential direction which cannot be determined in advance.

- Leaks in seals, plug connectors and labyrinths as well as in the heat exchanger.

- Nonsteady-state effects.

These factors are responsible for the fact that

- the calculated power- and consumption values are not attained (design operating point is not reached if the components are not tuned to one another and if the air bleeds are too high),
- if the handling of the engine is insufficient,
- if unexpected mechanical problems develop.

5.3.1 Test vehicle MTU 7042

The low-power industrial gas turbine MTU 7042 developed by MTU, whose development as of status of 1976 was described by Heilmann and Hagemeister [1], is the test vehicle used for the development of component technology for turbines with heat exchangers of 250 - 350 kW.

This turbine is shown in figure 6 as a perspective drawing. It attains the design power of 350 hp = 258 kW and is at present undergoing an extensive running test.

Schmidt-Eisenlohr [2] are reporting in detail concerning the development of the new centrifugal compressor with a pressure ratio of 4 installed in this test vehicle, which for a design rpm attains efficiencies of 83% and which exhibits a very broad performance field. Here they discuss primarily the effect of engine conditions on the properties of the centrifugal compressor.

The combustor has an especially low exhaust gas emission. With $H_2 + N_2$ emissions of 4.18 g/hph it is below the limiting values announced by the lawmakers for the next few years. At present it is still made of metal, but is to be replaced soon by an already being tested version made of ceramics, as described by Trappmann in [3].

The mechanical development and testing of the adjustable guide vanes of the power turbine and the elimination of the vibration dangers at the shroud-free power turbine were discussed by Hourmouziadis et al. in [4].

The test vehicle MTU 7042 serves at the same time also for the testing of new ceramic regenerator plates and of the particularly critical seal systems developed by the Daimler-Benz AG and discussed by Heuer and Wiegard in [5].
5.3.2 Test vehicle IA

Figure 7 shows a cross-sectional view of the test vehicle IA, which corresponds to the gas generator of a 500-kW engine. It consists of a centrifugal compressor machined from titanium with a pressure ratio of 7, whose design efficiency is \( \eta_{\text{des}} = 79\% \) and whose specified performance map was confirmed in the component test stand, a highly loaded reverse-flow annular combustor and a single-stage transonic gas generator turbine with cooled guide wheel, which is cast integrally just as the turbine wheel.

The auxiliary systems, pumps, controllers are driven by a standard auxiliary engine. The test vehicle, which is shown in figure 8, is instrumented very extensively and flanged to a large-volume air-inlet housing. It is being used at present for a major test program.

From these investigations Dietrichs, Hourmouziadis and Rademacher [6] are giving detailed reports of the results of aero-dynamic investigations with transonic gas generator turbines taking into account the effect of guide wheel cooling.

As the next tasks we are planning consumption optimizations and the testing of the modules and construction elements which are of essential importance for the test vehicle IB.

5.3.3 Test vehicle IB

The test vehicle IB shown in figure 9 is built up on the information obtained with test vehicle IA, especially in the area of the combustor, the turbine-inlet guide wheel as well as the centrifugal compressor. It is used for the testing of the technology of aircraft gas turbines in the range from 800 - 1800 kW and can also be used for the development of gas turbines with recuperative heat
exchangers. Here the primary goal is the achievement of specific fuel consumptions in the range from 270 - 280 g/kWh as well as lower maintenance costs.

In the development of the axial-centrifugal compressor planned for this test vehicle, the information gained from the centrifugal compressor development is combined with the results of the axial compressor development worked out in extensive thrust engine programs.

Figure 10 shows a high-pressure axial compressor 180 mm long developed at MTU, which produces a pressure ratio of 3.5, which has been optimized with respect to maintaining clearances and which exhibits excellent efficiencies of 85 % as well as a pump limit reserve SM of 40 %.

The information necessary to achieve gas generator turbine cooling was obtained in several programs financed by the public sponsor. Koehler et al. are reporting about this in [7].

Figure 11 shows test- and calculation results from an investigation for optimizing the cooling of a gas generator turbine for a thrust engine designed for $T_{t3} > 1600$ K, which has about the same dimensions as the one installed in this test vehicle.

The report by Adam [8] discusses in detail joining methods, which were used to produce the test vehicle. In addition components made of new materials, such as from powder metallurgy, are to be tested.

5.3.4 Test vehicle ceramic structural parts

High turbine-inlet temperatures lead to favorable fuel consumptions and specific powers, i.e., to low weight and structural
volume. However, they require at the same time high expenditures for component cooling and for cooling-air inlets and force one to use exotic, expensive alloy parts, becoming ever more scarce, in the heat-resistant materials. It would constitute a big jump in the improvement of all properties of today's gas turbines if one could substitute for these materials and do without component cooling.

Therefore we undertook in 1974 with the support of the BMFT together with other companies and institutes a program, scheduled for three years, for the development of ceramic combustion chambers, turbines and gas passages as shown in Figure 12.

Trappmann [3] is presenting a detailed report about the results obtained by MTU in this program which at present is very promising. The goal of the second three-year program, started in this year, is to test these components under engine-specific operating conditions.

For this we used the ceramic test vehicle shown in Figure 13, which is built up in addition to the ceramic components to be tested, of established components of the MTU 7042 and the Allison C 20 engine built by MTU under license agreement as well as some new components designed especially for this test vehicle.

In parallel with the above described tasks we are conducting projects which lie especially in the design area and which are significant for all test vehicles. Let us list here the testing of air-cushioned bearings made of metal or ceramics as well as experimental investigations with belt drives as replacement for conventional wheel drives. Results of these investigations are discussed by Hagemeister in [9].
6. **Outlook**

An engine with fiber-reinforced compressor-inlet stages, with compressor-outlet stages made by powder metallurgy, with ceramic hot parts, with air-cushion bearings, with dry belt drives without oil and running without complicated cooling systems—this may sound at the moment like a vision by an unrealistic engineer not confronted with the daily problems of a development. However, the subject initial results absolutely arouse the hope that at least a part of the above addressed technologies can be realized. This will then contribute to a substantial degree to make the gas turbine still more economical in its present application areas and to open up new application areas for it.
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